
Lesson 1 The Brain



Where is our brain?



What do we use our brain 
for? 

thinking 
controlling our body
feeling 
remembering



Our brains are amazing!
They create our thoughts and our feelings, 
our minds.
They control our bodies.
They help us to understand the world and 
keep us safe from danger. 



How can we keep our brains healthy?

To keep our brains healthy, we need to keep our bodies 
healthy.
What do we need to keep our bodies healthy?
sleep
water
exercise
cleanliness
healthy food



Thinking and learning help to keep our 
brains healthy. The more we use our 
brains for this the stronger they get.



Being happy helps our brains to grow 
stronger and healthier.

Being happy helps our brains work 
much better.



To understand how to keep our brains 
healthy, we also need to understand the 
different parts and what they do.



Parts of the brain and nicknamesPre-frontal cortex (wise 
leader)

Amygdala (guard 
dog)

Hippocampus
(memory saver)

3 big helpers in the brain.



Amygdala - tries to keep us safe. 
Looks for danger. Great if in 
real danger.

Pre-frontal cortex  - clever part of the 
brain.
Helps us to think and learn.

Hippocampus - stores memories, 
remember what we have learnt.

....

..



Practise saying the words for the 
different parts of the brain. 

amygdala

hippocampus

pre-frontal cortex



Model making a brain with your fist.
The nail is the amygdala (guard 
dog) and we put that deep inside 
our head (hand).
Down the thumb is the 
hippocampus (hippo)...where we 
store our information.
The lid comes down over the top, 
which is the prefrontal cortex (wise 
leader).

When we are really angry we can "flip our lid" (pre-
frontal cortex) and stop thinking calmly and sensibly 
(flip fingers up). 
Which part of the brain is in control then?
(amygdala)



Helps us to make good choices and 
to concentrate. Thinking part of the 
brain.

Pre-frontal cortex(wise 
leader)

What can happen if you aren't using 
your pre-frontal cortex?



Keeps you safe from danger and helps 
you show feelings such as anger and fear.

Amygdala (guard dog)



Hippocampus(memory saver)

Keeps your learning and memories 
safe, ready for when you need them. 



Can you remember the parts of the brain?



Remember to..2. 

Prefrontal Cortex

Amygdala

Hippocampus

Be wise like the owl.

Remember like the hippo.

Shhh...keep the Guard Dog 
c...alm.



Your brain is amazing!
Your brain makes 
you...

You!


